structure (see Definition 1.3) . The closure operator induced by such a structure is in general not a Kuratowski closure operator, since it may fail to satisfy the condition c(c(A)) c c(A), however it satisfies the other three conditions and thus (X, c) is a closure space (Definition 1.1). Since Cech called his basic proximity just a "proximity" and since this term is commonly used to denote a proximity of Efremovic, we shall refer to the basic proximities of Cech as C-proximities. We did not wish to use the name "Cech proximity" because this term already has another meaning in the literature [2, p. 447] .
This paper is primarily concerned with a study of the order structure of the family ffll of all C-proximities which induce the same closure operator on a given set. Cech [2] proved that Wl is a complete lattice. He characterized least upper bounds in 2R, the least and greatest elements in 2W, and those closure spaces for which ΪDl Φ φ.
The symbol &{X) denotes the power set of X, | A\ indicates the cardinal number of the set A, the triple bar = is reserved for definitions and • signals the end of a proof. It then follows [4, pp. 7-10] that Wl is a complete lattice with the operator V = U
The following definitions will be useful in describing some of our results in this paper. DEFINITION 1.4 . Let (L, <;) be a partially ordered set. If α, 6 e L, we say α covers b or b is covered by a when a > 6 and α > c > & is not satisfied for any ceL.
Moreover, (L, <£) is said to be covered iff, given xe L such that there is y e L satisfying y > x, then there is zeL which covers x and satisfies z ^ y. Also (L, <0 is said to be anticovered iff the dual of (L, ^) is covered. DEFINITION 1.5 . Let (L, <:) be a partially ordered set-If (L, ^) has a least element /, then ae L is an αίom iff a covers /. Also ce L is an antiatom iff c is an atom in the dual of (L, ^) Furthermore, (L, ίg) is called atomic when each xeL,x not the least element, is the least upper bound of the atoms <Jα?. Moreover, (L 9 <;) is called strongly atomic iff, given αeL, the partially ordered set [b: a <; 6 e L] is atomic. Also (L, ^) is antiatomic iff the dual of (L, <Q is atomic.
We note that if (L, <;) is strongly atomic and has a least element, then (L, <£) is atomic. Also if (L, <*) is strongly atomic, then (L, <Ξ) is covered. However, if (L, ^) is covered, then (L, ^) may not be atomic or strongly atomic. To verify the last statement, let N be the set of natural numbers and define a <^ b iff a divides 6. To see that (N, ^) is not atomic, we observe that the only atom ^4 is 2. To see that (N, ^) is covered, let a properly divide b. Then there is prime p such that ap divides δ. Thus ap covers α. DEFINITION 1.6 . A lattice (L, V, Λ) is infinitely meet distributive iff, given nonempty BdL and αeL, then a Λ (VB) = V [^ Λ δ: δ e 5]. DEFINITION 1.7 . A lattice (L, V, Λ) with least element / and greatest element /C is said to be complemented iff, for each xe L, there is y e L such that x V y -^ and x /\ y = s.
2. JS 0^c losure spaces* Since a closure space {X, c) has a compatible C-proximity iff xe [y] implies ye [x] , it seems appropriate to give this condition a name. Moreover, a topological space is R o iff this condition is satisfied [3, p. 106 Proof. In [2] it is shown that (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent, although the name R Q is not used. The proof that (a), (d), and (e) are equivalent is straightforward and therefore is omitted.
(a) =» (f). By Theorem 17 C.17 in [2] , it suffices to show that there is a family [f a :X-+S] such that:
(1) Each f a is continuous.
(2) The family distinguishes points.
If,x e X and A c X such that x £ A, then there is an a such that/ β (α?)ίΛ(A).
To form such a family, if A, BczX and (A n B) U {A Π B) = φ, then we define g: X-> S by
To verify that g is continuous, it suffices to show that if C c X and (X, c) . Since c is compatible with ^, it is necessary that 3f c ^. Also from that part of P2 which insures that CZD B and AδB implies AδC and from PI, it follows that 3f c g 7 c £?. What is surprising is that no further alteration of g*, to accommodate the second part of P2 as well as P3 and P4, is necessary to obtain &. 
. Then the least C-proximity έ% in M(X 9 c) is defined by (A, B) £ & iff there is a continuous function g: (X, c) -> (S, d) such that g(A) c [s] and g(B) c [t].

Proof. Assume (A, B) 0 &. Then (A Π B) U (A[j B) = φ
<%* = [(φ, A): A c S] U [(B, φ):Bc:S][j [([s], [t])] .
In this context the following theorem may be of interest. THEOREM (X, 3?) 
Let & e Wl(X, c). Then & = ^ iff all functions which are continuous from (X, c) to (S, d) are p-continuous from
to (S, & d ). Here & is the least C-proximity in ffl(X, c), (S, d) is the space in Example 2.1 and & d is the unique C-proximity in , d).
Proof.
Therefore, / is p-continuous.
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we verified that g is continuous. However, (ii) Since | F \ < m and m is an infinite cardinal number, it is known from set theory that 
(Bf)EnF){J (B -(EΠ F)) 9 it follows from P2 that (A, B -(E Π F)) e &*{E, m) Â {F, m}. In as much as B -(E Γ) F) = (B -E) U (B
m). (vi) // m^m ι and \E -F\<m, then {^{E, m))(F, m λ ) = (vii) If &*> &' e M and & (J &' £ ^{E, m), then there exists e Wl such that 0>' £ ^* g ^(£7, m).
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.6 and therefore is omitted. 
(i) ^{E, m}a^{E, m). (ii) In general, [&(E,m): EaX,m an infinite cardinal] neither contains nor is contained in [&{E,m): EczX,m an infinite cardinal]. (iii) In general, 3ft Φ [&(E y m), &{E, m}: Ed X,m an infinite cardinal].
Proof. (i) The result is immediate by comparing the definitions of ^{E, m) and &*(E, m).
(ii) Let X be the set of real numbers, ^Γ the usual topology on PI and P2 imply that (A,B)e&**. Therefore, &~ x gf c^*. PI implies that gf x J^c^*. Hence ^'c^* and ^* = ^' . S^i is a filter base on X due to the formation of ^f and @. Hence, there exists an ultrafilter S7 on X containing g^ [4, pp. 78, 79, 83] . Furthermore, De^7 ι and 2^ is a nonprincipal ultrafilter. Also, if G e 57, then (C,Gnΰ)e^-^.
Let
. Let $5 be the family of all subsets Jyf* of ^S^ having the property: S, Te£f* implies S Π Te^f*. We partially order $ by set inclusion. By Zorn's lemma, $ has a maximal element J?\ which is a filter base on X Hence there exists an ultrafilter J^ on X containing j^~[.
Moreover, Cejβ\ and S^ is a nonprincipal ultrafilter. Finally, if (F, G) is in S^ x .^, then (F f] C, G Π D) e ^.
Thus PI, P2 imply that (i^7, G)e&*. So^xg'c ^. The converse is a direct application of Theorem 3.10.
4* The structure of the lattice of C-proximities compatible with a given jβ 0 -closure space* In this section we first characterize greatest lower bound in 3DΪ. Then it is shown that 2ft is strongly atomic and distributive. We observe that the operation of meet in HJl(X, c) is the restriction of the operation of meet in the family of all C-proximities on X (no compatibility requirement). This follows from Theorem 4. 1 and [2, p. 470] . Cech has established the analogous conclusion for the operation of join in these two lattices [2, p. 448] . Therefore, W(X 9 c) is a sublattice of the lattice of all C-proximities on X. Proof. Since <%r = &{X, fcU and «^U^ = ^£^w e appeal to Theorem 3.6 (vii) to obtain ^* satisfying the theorem. The last two statements follow from the appropriate definitions. 3ft is atomic because every strongly atomic lattice with a least element is atomic. 3ft is covered since every strongly atomic lattice is covered.
Proof. Suppose 3ft is infinitely meet distributive. Since it is well known that a complete, infinitely meet distributive lattice is a complete Boolean algebra, 3ft is a complete, atomic Boolean algebra. Consequently 9ft is isomorphic to a power set lattice which contradicts Corollary 4.1. Proof. It suffices [1, p. 13 ] to show that 3ft does not contain a sublattice of the form:
Suppose 3ft does contain such a sublattice. Let Proof. If 2ft is complemented, then 3ft is a complete Boolean algebra, and thus is infinitely meet distributive [1, p. 118] . This contradicts Corollary 4.2. We note that | 2ft | = 1 for each of the following topological spaces: any E Q topology on a finite set, any set with the indiscrete topology, any set with the minimum T x topology and any atom in the lattice of 2\ topologies on a fixed set. We also note that the characterization given in Theorem 4.5 can be expressed as: | 2ft | = 1 iff any two infinite subsets of X are not separated. Therefore, {A, B) 0 g(^r), and Φ g{&»).
